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Guildford Advanced Motorists
AGM Notice
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN by order of the Group Committee that the 42nd
Annual General Meeting of the Guildford & District Group of Advanced
Motorists will be held at Ripley Village Hall on Saturday 23 September
2017 at midday to enable the Trustees of the Group (Registered Charity
No. 1051069) to present their Annual Report and Accounts for the year
ended 31 March 2017 for approval by the Group Full Members and to
conduct an election.
All Group Full Members, Associates and Friends are invited to attend but only Group
Full Members may vote.
A Member entitled to vote at the General Meeting may appoint a proxy to vote in his
stead. A proxy need not be a Group Full Member.
Nominations are invited from Group Full Members to stand for committee. The
Nominee must be willing to stand for the Committee and sign the Nomination. By
signing the Nomination the Nominee is affirming his/her ability and intention, if
elected, to attend committee meetings regularly.
NOTES:
You may not stand for the Committee if the law debars you from being a Charity Trustee.
Only Group Full Members may nominate Committee Members or be nominated as Committee
Members.
The Nomination must be sent to the Group Secretary at least seven days before the date of the
AGM.
All Officers and one third of all other Committee Members must retire annually by rotation and
may offer themselves for re-election by Group Full Members. Those elected become Charity
Trustees of the Group.
Members who wish to have matters discussed at the AGM are asked to send prior notification of
their proposals to the Group Secretary at paulw2000@outlook.com.
Before the AGM we will have a presentation from Phil Gardner on the history of
Brooklands. Many will have visited the iconic racing circuit and flying museum, and be
aware of some of the site's past achievements, but Phil has some interesting material
to share with us and has unearthed some little known facts and photos. Not to be
missed.
The meeting at Ripley will start at 09:00 with tea/coffee available, and a chance for
members to discuss motoring matters with fellow members and your Group
committee. The formal AGM starts at midday.
For, Guildford Advanced Motorists
Paul Whitehead - Secretary
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IMPORTANT GAM DIARY DATES
Observed Sunday Runs for 2017:
August 20th; September 17th; October 15th; November 19th; December 10th.
Committee Meetings 2016/17 (Wednesdays)
Held in Ripley Small Hall GU23 6AF 8pm - 10pm.
2017 dates: 6th September; 1st November.
AGM 2017 23rd September 2017; 09:00 to 13:00 hrs in Ripley Village Hall. Phil Gardner “history of
Brooklands”.

Member Events

Look out for events in 2017 – See the the GAM Facebook page.
Observer meetings 2017 These meetings will provide an important opportunity to get
information and guidance, and importantly share experience and best practice with GAM peers.
Look out for venue and timing details! 2017 dates: August 16th; October 18th; December 13th.
Apologies to Phil Headen please.
GAM Newsletters for 2017: November.
Deadline to submit articles for each Newsletter is the first week of the publication month.

Editorial matters
Welcome to the latest edition of our GAM Newsletter. We hope you like the house style and the
contents. We are always looking for contributions from our members and Associates, so please write
something for us…..an article, letter, or interesting or relevant link we can use. In this edition we
are please to publish letters from people who have greatly appreciated the efforts of our observer
and management team.
This edition will be issued in hard copy and as a pdf e-Newsletter. When you receive the eversion, please try printing it if you want to. In your pdf print dialogue box, you should see options
to print it as an A5 booklet, or A4 double single/sided. The December 2017 Newsletter is planned
to be our first e-Newsletter only. Some members have already fed back their approval of this
efficiency and convenience change. Your feedback would be appreciated.
Remember that we want to hear from you….. Letters, comments and articles should be sent
to marketing@guildford-iam.org.uk .
Do you have a friend or relative who would benefit from our advice and guidance?
How about a better driving course as a birthday present for a partner or family member?
If so, please put them in contact with us, associates@guildford-iam.org.uk - 01252 519 355.
We have also recently added a technology check-list to the material sent to associates. They
should keep this with their course hand-book. In it they can record to technology in their car, and
which systems are routinely in use. Observers should discuss this to ensure Associates are aware
of, and are in comment of the tools and toys they have available.
Gordon Farquharson (Editor).
Editor’s small print
Please note that the views and comments herein are published without prejudice, being those of the writers and not
necessarily those of the Guildford and District Group of Advanced Motorists or the IAM.
Data Protection Act. Members and Associates are reminded that names, addresses, telephone numbers and membership
details are stored on computer files to assist with the management of the group and the distribution of Guildford Group
correspondence.
We do not pass your details on to anyone else.
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Event Report
‘A view from the cab’ with local firm Cranleigh Freight Services Ltd
“Ships of the road” by Alison Wright GAM National Observer
Talk about boys’ (and girls’) toys! There was no doubt about the
success of the evening when 14 members of the Guildford
Advanced Motorists seized the opportunity to drive a heavy goods
vehicle HGV, articulated lorry!
The generosity of the Cranleigh Freight Services knew no
bounds on June 29th, when they put two of their latest
international transport trucks at our disposal for an evening’s
driving on Dunsfold Aerodrome. Our hosts were David Wells
(Joint MD), Becky Young (Group Sales and Marketing Manager) ,
Will Porter (Transport Manager), and highly experienced driver
Shaun Prattley. The driving guidance and on-road experience was
bravely taken on by Will and Shaun who rode shot-gun in the
centre of the cab, sitting on the drivers bed just behind the two
front seats .
During the introductory presentation, held in the McLaren
Automotive customer pavilion, we heard first about the private
firm. They have 3 Divisions, European Operations, UK Pallet (a
Hilary Devey linked “Pall-Ex” business for Dragon’s Den
officianados), and DHD Home delivery services. They operate 47
HGVs and 10 vans. We learned something of the stresses and
strains of the haulage industry today: like every other sphere, there
are mountains of paperwork, and (very reassuring for us)
regulations covering every aspect – the Vehicle Operators Licence
(CFS are periodically audited for compliance), driver hours, vehicle
maintenance, loading and security. Not least is fierce competition
from foreign companies, where driver rules and maintenance are
not so strict. Today, the tachograph is linked to a driver specific
smart card system. One cannot drive without card inserted. The
data recorded on the card is downloaded and reviewed monthly.
Infringements are highlighted as points. The integrity of the
records are part of VOL audits. Managing the issue of illegal
immigrants is an issue. Failure to follow clear procedures can lead to a firm being fined £2000 per
person if one is found on the vehicle.
Drivers implement their version of our “POWDERY” vehicle checks at the start of every driving
shift. The record of the check is collected on a PDA, photos
can be taken, and the driver can refer to HQ for guidance
if necessary. Current HGV vehicles are Euro 6 compliant,
and will average 10 mpg. CFS store some fuel at their
Dunsfold HQ, but drivers are encouraged to buy cheaper
continental diesel.
Then we went out on the airfield, where there were
two trucks to drive, each with an expert driver to keep us
on track. You climbed the cliff face into the cab, and
watched while the driver already there drove round the
circuit, then it was your turn and the next one watched.
No pressure, quite apart from your IAM peers standing on
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the side and barracking (encouraging).
Ten gears are a relic of the past for modern artics. There
is just a knob with Neutral, Forward and Reverse. These
trucks are fully automatic with a unique feel. It’s very like
driving an automatic car really, but each gear shift, up
and down, is very slow to ensure rev matching. It sounds
like an automated manual gearbox, and not like a light
vehicle torque converter of DCT transmission system.
Then you look down, and it feels like sitting upstairs. The
view was fantastic, except for the disconcerting number
of blind spots. It was quickly obvious that “if you can’t
see my mirrors I can’t see you” , but then you look in the
wing mirror, and you can hardly see the back of the truck! There was even a mirror looking down
in front of the cab, to make sure there were no pedestrians in the road.
After a couple hundred yards, the chicane! You have to swing miles off-line, to avoid knocking the
cones over with the rear wheels of the vehicle. Nobody knocked any cones, but I think that was
due to the expert tuition of Shaun our tutor. After the chicane it was on to the roundabout; just a
mini one, but you had to avoid running over it with the back wheels. Then, just as you’re feeling
flushed with the success of it all – reversing. You turn the wheel in the “wrong” direction to move
the back of the lorry round the corner, without jack-knifing or running off the road. Again, Shaun’s
instruction was essential. At the end of each of our runs, every GAM driver jumped down from the
truck beaming from ear to ear and talking non-stop about how it all felt. It was a great experience,
and many thanks to Cranleigh Freight Services, and especially to Will and Shaun for their bravery,
skill ,and patience.
Alison Wright July 2017

Steering and suspension geometry – Wheel Alignment explained
This article has been prepared with the help Guildford Tyre Co. Ltd.
Advanced Drivers should always be aware of important aspects of vehicle maintenance.
Whilst we’re all aware of tyres in the ‘R’ of ‘POWDERY’, when did you last check the wheel alignment
on your car. Surrey pot-holes and low-profile tyres can bring extreme forces to bear that may cause
alignment faults leading to increased tyre wear and poor handing. Like many things in life, state-ofthe-art technology allows us to do a better job more quickly than previously.
Some basics on steering and suspension geometry – Camber, Caster & Toe.
Camber: The most widely discussed and controversial of the three elements is
camber. Camber angle is the measure in degrees of the difference between the
wheels vertical alignment perpendicular to the surface. If a wheel is perfectly
perpendicular to the surface, its camber would be 0 degrees. Camber is described
as negative when the top of the tyres begin to tilt inward towards the vehicle
centre. Consequently, when the top of the tyres begin to tilt away from the vehicle
it is considered positive.
The real advantages to negative camber are seen in the handling
characteristics. An aggressive driver will enjoy the benefits of increased grip during
heavy cornering with negative camber. During straight acceleration however,
negative camber will reduce the contact surface between the tyres and road surface. Regrettably,
negative camber generates what is referred to as camber thrust. When both tyres are angled
negatively they push against each other, which is fine as long as both tyres are in contact with the
road surface. When one tyre loses grip, the other tyre no longer has an opposing force being applied
to it and as a result the vehicle is thrust towards the wheel with no traction.
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Zero camber will result in more even tyre wear over time, but may rob performance during
cornering. Ultimately, optimal camber will depend upon your driving style and conditions the vehicle
is being driven in.
Caster is a bit harder to conceptualize, but it’s defined as the angle created by
the steering’s pivot point from the front to back of the vehicle. Caster is positive
if the line is angled forward, and negative if backward.
Typically, positive caster will make the vehicle more stable at high
speeds, and will increase tyre lean when cornering. This can also increase
steering effort as well.
Most road vehicles have what is called cross-caster. Cross castered
vehicles have slightly different caster and camber, which cause it to drift
slightly to the near-side while rolling. This is a safety feature so that un-manned vehicles or drivers
who lose steering control will drift toward the side of the road instead of into oncoming traffic.
Toe is perhaps the easiest concept to visualize. Toe represents the angle
derived from pointing the tyres inward or outward from a top-down view –
much like looking down at your toes and angling them inward or outward.
Correct toe is paramount to even tread wear and extended tyre life. If
the tyres are pointed inward or outward, they will scrub against the surface
of the road and cause wear along the edges. Sometimes however, tread life
can be sacrificed for performance or stability.
Positive toe occurs when the front of both tyres begins to face each
other. Positive toe permits both wheels to constantly generate force against
one another, which reduces turning ability. However, positive toe creates straighter driving
characteristics.
Typically, rear wheel drive vehicles have slightly positive toe in the rear due to rolling
resistance – causing outward drag in the suspension arms. The slight positive toe straightens out
the wheels at speed, effectively evening them out and preventing excessive tyre wear.
Negative toe is often used in front wheel drive vehicles for the opposite reason. Their
suspension arms pull slightly inward, so a slight negative toe will compensate for the drag and level
out the wheels at speed.
Negative toe increases a car’s cornering ability. When the vehicle begins to turn inward
towards a corner, the inner wheel will be angled more aggressively. Since its turning radius is smaller
than the outer wheel due to the angle, it will pull the car in that direction.
Negative toe decreases straight line stability as a result. Any slight change in direction will
cause the car to hint towards one direction or the other.
A few weeks ago I visited a local firm to get a
front wheel rebalanced. A sticky balancing weight
had come off after use of a high pressure hose. I
popped into Guildford Tyres to get the job done,
and I enquired about the wheel alignment system
I spotted in one of the tyre bays. They explained
the kit, and I decided to have a 4 wheel alignment
check and adjustment on my M135i BMW. Now,
this like many high performance cars has front
and rear adjustable geometry, quite expensive
low profile tyres and wide rims. The alignment
process is very well defined, and the Guildford
Tyres technician explained the process. The
Hunter Hawkeye system
following is a summary:
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A vehicle data-base is accessed by the
Hunter ‘Hawkeye’ system to obtain the
vehicle specification, and the procedure for
the test. In this case, the specification
covers front and rear Toe, Camber and
Caster.
The procedure was more complex than I
was expecting. For the particular car,
weights (bags of ballast) have to be placed
on the front seats and in the boot to mimic
load conditions.
The vehicle is then run onto the ramps, and
elevated as shown.
Sensing devices are clamped to all 4
wheels, and measurements made with the foot-brake applied.
Adjustments, if necessary are made to the rear, and then to the front.

The following images show some typical before and after values of the geometry from a real test.

Frequency of having alignment checked
There is no formal guidance I can find on the subject, but would suggest the following protocol
might be sensible:
• For cause after an event such as hitting a large Surrey pot-hole or a curb.
• Observation of uneven tyre wear.
• Evidence pulling or crabbing. Vehicle not running straight, steering pulling.
• On tyre replacement. I would certainly now do this at tyre replacement. The additional £70
on top a tyre bill of between £600-800 would be worthwhile.

Gordon Farquharson
GAM July 2017
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J-Turns and other defensive driving techniques
Graham Ranshaw, GAM Chairman, gives us
the low down on a day with “SpeedSkills”
Guildford Advanced Motorists (GAM)
were invited to attend a half-day taster AntiHijack course last week at Bovingdon Airfield
with a great company called SpeedSkills.
(www.speedskills.net) David Clifton – one of
our Observers and Graham Ranshaw (GAM
Chairman) attended on a very pleasant
Saturday morning. After an early start leaving
Guildford on an easy 50 mile run to near
Hemel Hempstead, a McDonalds a half a mile
away from the venue was tempting for an
early breakfast, which proved to be entirely
unnecessary as on arrival “SpeedSkills”
provided all the second breakfast we could
eat!
We were warmly greeted by Mick
Croom (ex police, 15 years driving school. Special Escort Group (Royals) plus anti hijack), his father
Roger Croom (ex police 30 years), and their learned colleague, Robin (15 years ex police Advanced
Driving, Diplomatic bikes, and bike training for police). I think they were trying to say that they were
well qualified to train us!
We had an excellent safety brief, covering – all cars are auto (surprising!), seat belts on all
of the time, crash helmets on most of the time and, most importantly, fingers and thumbs outside
of steering wheel. Lastly we were told we would have fun. No options.
From the 9 assembled invitees from various car groups, we then went out to the cars and
were allocated three per car plus a specialist tutor. Our group started easy and slow - Simple slalom
around poles that were about 10 paces apart. Full lock was required to negotiate them. The sting
in the tail was that you then had to reverse back through them! Roger was non-committal about
whether he was seeking precision or speed, so, the competitive started to emerge… As you speed
up, of course, the accuracy degrades. I found myself driving forwards through the cones, then,
without looking over my shoulder, trying to reverse back through the cones using door mirrors, as
fast as possible without impact. We were mostly successful at this! Some cones were sadly killed
during our training! This exercise really taught you to have confidence in your reversing skills.
Next up was the ‘Missing the Kid’ exercise. The kid – a teddy bear called Ted(!) is placed on
a cone and the idea is to experience what violent steering manoeuvres feels like at 30 and 45mph
respectively. You have to safely negotiate a gate just before the Ted cone. The difference 15mph
makes is astonishing. With no braking allowed; just violently steering out of the way: at 30mph it
was achievable with moderate drama; at 45mph the manoeuvre was very dramatic inducing spin
and loss of control. It is interesting to note that violent oversteer is generated at 45mph, and that
without the use of ABS assisted brakes, it is hard to keep the vehicle in any sort of control.
We were then shown how to deliberately oversteer a car without the use of power. Straight
line slaloming down the runway at speed - without using any brakes - to induce oversteer. The car
could be induced into quite violent oversteer yet remain ‘in control’. From that exercise, we then
looked at understeer. Getting up to a generous 45mph in a straight line, followed by a deliberate
and violent steering input and no application of brakes. A huge understeer scrubbed some of the
speed off, followed by an uncontrolled spin (or two) to a halt. Dramatic stuff!!!!. We repeated the
exercise but this time applied full ABS braking at the point of the violent steering input. This gave
us some control and inhibited a spin, but you would not choose to do that on a public road. A 150ft
wide runway was just about enough space…
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Lastly, the thing we had all been looking forward to – the J Turns!
So – scenario – you are driving down a
road and you are ambushed by terrorists.
(Shouldn’t happen in Guildford, but you never
know!); you need to protect your VIP in the
back seat. This is a manoeuvre that nothing
can prepare you for!
Stop your vehicle, select reverse, throttle to the floorboards, keep looking forwards, get to
around 40mph, ease off throttle to shift the weight from the front back to centre, hold steering
wheel in right hand (Thumbs out!!) at seven o’clock, ‘throw’ the steering wheel out of the window
(Clockwise).

All hell breaks loose…
The front axle spins around the rear axle as a pivot point. As the car is sliding, you try to
unwind the steering anti-clockwise whilst ‘bashing’ the gear lever from reverse to drive. That last
bit is overridden by your instructor if you fail otherwise the gearbox will explode. No pressure then.
If you managed to get all the elements to work, you will be travelling 180 degrees from your
previous direction in just a few seconds. If you have done very well, you will be in the same lane
as you started in or, at professional level, you will be in the opposite carriageway driving on the
correct side of the road!
So how can all of the above help improve an advanced driver then?
For David and myself, we found it was a huge experience to be in control of a car on the
limits. You do not normally ever experience that without having to call your insurance company
afterwards!
The initiation of quite violent understeer and oversteer was an amazing practical learning
experience. In some ways, I feel that every driver should experience what the limits of grip feels
like – we so seldom get conditions where we can practice (eg, snow and ice). Having this experience
helps you understand just what a car can and can’t do ‘in extremis’. Driving the slaloms made you
realise the size and manoeuvrability of your car and also gave you confidence to reverse – it would
be easy to regenerate this exercise in an isolated car park for basic skills enhancement. The J
Turns?! Well none of us are likely to need it in a lifetime, but my goodness they were fun! For those
professional drivers who are paid to protect VIPs this course is mandatory. For your average
Advanced Driver (Me!), it was a great experience featuring moves that you can normally only see
playing out in the movies. I recommend you contemplate signing up. You will not regret a second
of it!
£200 for one day training. Groups of 12 ideal. All meals and refreshments are provided.
http://www.speedskills.net/
Graham Ranshaw July 2017

MY JOURNEY TO THE ADVANCE DRIVING TEST by Associate Jeff Robinson
People often ask what prompted me to sign up for an IAM Advanced Driving course at the age of
seventy plus? I started driving over 50 years ago and passed the then driving test 2 months after
my 17th birthday. Of course there is no comparison with driving conditions then and now.
Throughout this time I have considered myself to be a reasonable driver, better than some and
maybe worse than others, but aware that there is always room for improvement. I also agree with
those who consider some sort of assessment or test for drivers should occur when they reach a
certain age. Bad habits creep in, reactions slow, concentration can wain, and overall we tend to lose
that sharpness of edge without realising it. Probably it wouldn't be practical to put into practice but
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maybe drivers of all ages should have some sort of assessment periodically – perhaps every 5 or 10
years to assess their capabilities and driving standard or possibly some type of refresher course.
Anyway, having reached that age and recovering from surgery that made me unable to drive for a
couple of months, I found myself having to rely on others for transportation. Forget public transport
– just emphasised how much I relied on my car and wanted to get back to driving myself. Being a
passenger for a prolonged period of time gave me a different insight into other road users' behaviour
and I realised just how poor some of the driving standards were, not only of my contemporaries
but many drivers in general. Most could be deemed to have room for improvement.
In one such instance while being driven to an appointment by a friend we encountered what
nowadays would be termed as a "boy racer" at a roundabout - exiting onto a dual carriageway.
"Damn tear a**** kids shouldn't be allowed on the road" yelled my driver friend as we tootled along
at 35mph. Well, you may be right I thought to myself, but in fact the youngster had done nothing
wrong as far as I could tell and was driving quite safely and legally, maybe you should take a look
at your own driving manner.
Then I asked myself what made me think my motoring knowledge and driving techniques
were any better? True, I occasionally glanced through the Highway Code but otherwise just kept
driving in the manner that I thought was safe and correct. Hence, after regaining the fitness,
strength and ability to resume driving, I decided to enrol on the IAM course to Advanced Motorist
with the target of if not passing the test then to at least try and improve my skills and ability to a
reasonable standard.
My induction and first run began in the September. Having received and read through the
welcome pack and course manual I knew I had to think and execute my motoring technique in a
different manner, and after the initial observed run realised I had some ingrained habits that would
need changing. Not knowing what to expect I was pleasantly surprised by the friendliness and
helpfulness of the front desk manager Jacqui and Observers on my Sunday accompanied runs. The
observers are not there to test or criticise but point out the correct procedure to optimise safety
and progress while driving on varied roads and conditions. IPSGA was the mantra and something
that I soon understood we should try to put into practice all of the time.
I found the Sunday runs most enjoyable and usually came away from each session with an
improvement in one area or other. Sometimes frustrated as the old habits crept in or I made a silly
basic mistake. After 4 runs – with practice during normal drives on my own between the monthly
runs – I was almost there; although it took another three runs before being put forward for the
test. That blasted brake gear overlap and changing down through gearbox to reduce speed instead
of steady smooth braking. Habits of a lifetime - so ingrained - something I had to consciously work
on!!
Eventually it was considered that Guildford Advanced Motorists, GAM, the local IAM
RoadSmart branch could do no more for me. I had reached the desired standard for the test and I
was put forward for this. Apparently it might take up to six weeks or more before I would get a test
date depending on availability of examiner in my area. Meanwhile, they would try and fit in a
refresher run if possible prior to the test date subject to an observer being available. Great! So there
should be plenty of time for me to hone my new learnt skills and bone up even more on the Highway
Code.
Therefore, I was surprised to hear within a few days from the appointed examiner offering a
couple of dates the following week. Panic and self-doubt crept in as the test venue would be in an
unfamiliar area with unfamiliar roads at a time (morning) when traffic was in all probability to be
busy with school run and commuter traffic etc. Should I decline the dates offered to give myself
time for more practice and maybe familiarise myself with the roads and layouts in the area? But
was there any point in that. I'd been assessed, I'd reached the desired test standard and whether
I put it off or not I would be assigned the same examiner in the same area at the same time of day
whenever I did it. So I confirmed the test date for the following week.
On the off chance I contacted GAM to see if anyone was available to give me that booster
run out, but as this was on a Bank Holiday weekend with the test just 5 days away I didn't hold out
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much hope. Reading the Highway Code until my brain was a blur and couldn't remember any of it
I decided trying to overload with theory and information was not the best preparation so decided
to just try and put into practice the driving techniques I'd been shown and hope for the best on the
day.
Once again the dedication and helpfulness of The Guildford team - specifically Jaqui and Paul
came through, bearing in mind it was a Bank Holiday weekend they sent out requests to the
observers, and luckily Graham Ranshaw not only an observer but a Masters as well was available,
willing and prepared to give up his personal time to do a run with me a couple of days before the
test. I was extremely grateful for this and I think it proved invaluable in my case as the road sense
reminders and encouragement boosted my ego and I was able to approach the test with more
confidence.
A bonus on the day - the weather was dry and clear, the examiner had a friendly and relaxed
demeanour which helped to settle me down from the off. You could say the test was just like one
of the Sunday morning observed runs without the observer making any comments apart from
directions. We did a mix of town and rural roads, no motorway - but dual carriageway which joining
and progressing on this particular part-three-lane road was similar to motorway driving. The
examiner stated he didn’t want to get on the motorway as the chances were we would be sitting in
a jam or slow moving traffic for the duration of our time. I don’t know if that was a good thing or
not.
I felt I did a reasonable drive apart from being a bit hesitant on a complicated roadworks
layout which maybe went against me. However, we returned to the car park starting point and the
end result was a pass. The examiner then discussed a few points on the drive and his positive
complementary remarks of my driving standard added to my satisfaction. I was absolutely delighted
and elated and on a high for the rest of the day.
Now the euphoria has subsided I can reflect on the journey to becoming an Advanced
Motorist, was it worth the effort? I think it was. My main intention on embarking on the course
those months ago was to make sure I was a safer driver and improve my skills so that I could
remain a safer confident and competent driver hopefully for many years to come. The further I went
on the course the more involved I became in the IPSGA principles and the more I wanted to succeed
and pass the test. Mission accomplished!
None of this would have been possible without the help and support of the observers and
organisers at the IAM RoadSmart group at Guildford (GAM). A great bunch of friendly people who
are prepared to give up their time and no doubt bite their tongues at times when they get frustrated
trying to get across the good driving practises essential to becoming an advanced driver. I would
certainly recommend them to anyone thinking of improving their driving. I shall take a breather for
a bit before deciding whether to go on to try for a higher level of advance motoring i.e. IAM
RoadSmart Masters programme or training as an observer myself, but for now I am content in the
knowledge that I have been able to achieve my initial target. Thanks again to all at GAM.
Jeff Robinson July 2017

Mature Volunteer Driver's Assessment by Sheila and Graham Hill
My husband and I have been driving for many years and are volunteer drivers for our local Car
Service taking patients who cannot arrange their own transport, to hospital and surgery
appointments. We are both in our 80th year, and felt that we would welcome a chance to re-assess
and improve our driving skills as we are becoming more dependent on our cars. We got in touch
through the National IAM website with the Guildford branch and arranged assessments last Sunday
morning.
We were each introduced to an Observer who accompanied each of us on a drive for about an hour
in our own car. We were taken on routes that involved some driving through the town and built up
areas, and some narrow and winding roads in a more rural setting. Our Observers made helpful
comments and gave suggestions and directions as we went, but we did not feel that it was in any
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way a threatening experience. On our return to the Centre we went through a checklist with the
Observer and came away with a list of points to practice. We both felt that we had benefitted from
the expert advice we had received and that we could confidently continue driving, more aware of
bad habits acquired over the years.
It is incredibly good value at £10 for an assessment and we will recommend this service to other
voluntary drivers to encourage better and safer driving for us all.
Sheila and Graham Hill July 18th 2017

GAM Obvserver Dmitri Savin
debris.

shares his frustration with road

This saga started with Masters’ training several months back. Going along a picturesque – but rather
poorly paved road, along the South Downs, a rear tyre picked up a sharp stone flint. By the time I
got home, it must have bored through the rubber, so when it was time to ferry the kids in the
evening, it was the dread "flap-flap-flap" sound - a flat tyre. The seal repair kit worked, but the
subsequent replacement tyre left a nice round hole in the budget.
Just a few weeks later, the soft wide tyres picked up something else – this time, an old screw.
Following the manual and pulling it out before using the sealant turned out to be not-so-smart, as
I rather quickly found out, with all the tyre sealant on the tarmac. Thankfully, a few repair shops
were still open despite it being a Sunday. Still, another hole in the budget. So I figured something
had to be done about it.
The idea came from my Dad, an engineer: “Why don’t you stick
a magnet to a wheeled toy and sweep the parking bays?” We don’t have
a driveway and park on the street, but it’s not that long. The kids happily
lent me a few super-strong magnets, and the rest was easy: tie them
to a short plank of wood with rubber bands, and nail milk bottle caps to
the ends of the plank to make wheels with just enough clearance. Total
cost: £0.00.
Another rubber band fixed this “trawler” to end of a walking pole,
and off we go. We must have raised a few eyebrows as we dragged the
trawler all along the curbs and even around others cars. The kids
absolutely
loved
this
treasure hunt. And, boy, did we find something! Evillooking screws, new and old, bits of wire, pins, nails of
all sizes, and even a glasses frame! All of that from just
a short stretch of our road. The biggest surprise was that
there haven’t been many more punctures on our street
so far!
A few months later, and – fingers crossed – no
more punctures. And I did pass the Masters’ test. But I
still check my tyres after the rural roads, and perhaps it
is time for another sweep of our street.
Dmitri Savin July 2017

Hold your horses – Guidance from IAM RoadSmart
Horses are powerful animals and have extremely heightened senses. They are ‘flight’ animals, so
many revert to their natural instincts at any time. The outcome of this can be extremely challenging
for the rider and other road users. There have been 2,570 road incidents reported to the British
Horse Society in the last six years. Some 38 riders have been killed and 222 horses have died as a
result of their injuries. Of these incidents 80% are because vehicle passed too fast or too close to
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the horse. This week’s tips give advice on riding and driving around horses from IAM RoadSmart’s
head of driving and riding standards, Richard Gladman.
v If you are approaching a horse from behind, hold back whilst getting enough information to
pass safely. Do not get any closer than three car lengths and be careful not to creep into this
space. Be prepared to slow down further or even stop to protect this space. Avoid sudden
movements as horses may react. They can move incredibly quickly.
v Don’t spook them. Actions such as sounding your horn, revving your engine and playing loud
music can spook the horse. Always drive gently and predictably. Remember there are three
brains working, the driver’s, the rider’s and the horse’s.
v Make sure you give the rider enough space when passing them. We recommend at least a
car’s width and make sure this is done slowly – remember always pass “slow and wide,” good
advice is no more than 15mph.
v Often when riding two abreast it is for safety reasons, an inexperienced rider or a nervous
animal being coached along by a more experienced companion. Give them some
consideration.
v Keep an eye out for the rider. They will often give you signals asking you to stop or slow
down. Riders will often acknowledge a safe pass but remember their top priority is to keep
their hands on the reins and maintain control of the horse.
v Always accelerate gently once you have passed the horse. A rider and the horse may both
be inexperienced and nervous in traffic.
v Use the information around you – road signs, horses in fields, horse muck on the road or
signs to an equestrian centre are all clues to help you anticipate meeting riders on the road.
Controlling your speed so that you can deal with the unexpected is very important in rural
areas. After that be sensible, don’t get too close and ‘wide and slow’ is the mantra.

GAM MEMBER INFORMATION
New Associates
We hope you enjoy your observed runs and wish you luck taking your Advanced Driving test. As
you can see, we have a large number of new recruits, and hence we have a waiting list to start
runs. Welcome to:
Sarah Thomson
Asga Hassanali
Carl Olsson
Ilie Gorea
Joseph Thompson
Nicholas Deftereos
Kenneth Chandler
Antony Thomas
Jessica Mountford
Corey Wayne

Recent Test Passes Congratulations to:
Congratulations on passing your advanced driving test; keep up the skills you have demonstrated.
Have you thought about the next stage? Masters; become a GAM Observer.
James Beach
Simon Waller
Sameen Nickbakat
David Wakefield

IAM Masters Roll of Honour
We’re delighted to congratulate 2 new Masters who have recently joined
elite group of members:
Peter Laub
2013
Phil Headen
Howard Quinnell
2013
Ben Bridge
Dmitri Savin
2016
Graham Ranshaw
John Holcroft

Editor

2016 Distinction

David McCarthy
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Officers and Committee Members
PRESIDENT
CHAIRMAN
VICE CHAIRMAN

Alan Bone
Graham Ranshaw
David MesquitaMorris

chairman@guildford-iam.org.uk
Vice.chairman@guildford-iam.org.uk
sec@guildford-iam.org.uk
01276 472354 – 07860 600477
treasurer@guildford-iam.org.uk

SECRETARY

Paul Whitehead

TREASURER

Michael Tilney

ASSOCIATE
CO-ORDINATOR

Paul Wallace-Stock

associates@guildford-iam.org.uk
43 Manor Road, Farnborough, GU14 7HU
01252 519355

CHIEF OBSERVER

Phil Headen

chiefobserver@guildford-iam.org.uk

MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY David Pearce

memsec@guildford-iam.org.uk
17 Burpham Lane, Burpham, Guildford,
GU4 7LN – 01483 505389

NEWSLETTER & Website
EDITOR

Gordon Farquharson

editor@guildford-iam.org.uk

EVENTS
CO-ORDINATOR

Gordon Farquharson

marketing@guildford-iam.org.uk

TRAINING OFFICER

John Holcroft

training@guildford-iam.org.uk

COMMITTEE MEMBER

John Panting

48 Linden Way, Send Marsh, Ripley,
Woking, GU23 6LW – 07713 485547

FRONT DESK MANAGER

Jacqui MesquitaMorris

07706 930 315

Observed Runs
SUNDAY Observed Runs: These are our main training runs. They will normally be conducted on the
3rd Sunday of each month (2nd Sunday in December) at 9.15am and 10.30am – refresher/taster
drives at 11:45 am……….See the 2017 dates on page 2.
Location for SUNDAY Observed Runs:
Guildford Borough Council Woking Road Depot, Guildford, GU1 1QE (see map on back page).
Front desk manager - Telephone contact number 07706 930 315.
ALTERNATIVE Observed Runs (non-Sunday): We can also offer some limited alternative observed
runs on other days subject to availability of observers. These maybe helpful if you need additional
support or are unable to attend a regular series of Sunday runs. Meeting arrangements will be
handled by your Observer. Make sure you have his/her contact details.

Appointments for Observed runs - contact the Associate Co-ordinator:
e-mail associates@guildford-iam.org.uk; tel 01252 519355.

Can’t make your Observed run appointment?

We try to match the number of available
Observers (all volunteers) with the number of booked Associates, but sometimes we realise things can go
wrong. If you cannot attend your booked appointment please let us know. Call the Associate Co-ordinator
on 01252 519355 any time, or on the morning of your appointment please call Jacqui Mesquita-Morris on
the front desk 07706 930 315.
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About the IAM RoadSmart – Advanced Driver Course
Course overview:

Do you want to join a driving elite and be one of the most skilled drivers on Britain’s roads?
In the 60 years since IAM was founded, half a million people have qualified as advanced
drivers on our flagship Advanced Driver course – the only one accredited by the DVSA. With a
commitment of three to six months to complete the comprehensive course and some practice, you
could add your name to the list, and enhance your driving skills.
So what can you expect from our advanced driver course? Sign up and you’ll receive a
welcome pack and course manual, followed by an introduction to your nearest local IAM RoadSmart
group of volunteers. Our skilled experts, all Institute of the Motor Industry (IMI) qualified, will take
you through a number of observed drives in your own car.
Each session with your expert lasts a couple of hours and you’ll focus on specific skills to
develop across a wide range of competencies, where you’ll need to demonstrate your newly acquired
advanced driving skills such as, control, observation, timing, optimum road positioning, ability to
deal with unpredictable roads and other road users’ behaviour. When you’re ready, you’ll take the
advanced driving test.
As well as gaining recognition for your skills, once you’re qualified you’ll become a full IAM
member and you can often receive insurance benefits as a result - around 90% of our members
do.
You’ll also feel more confident and safer on the road and if you drive for a living an Advanced
Driver qualification can add Brownie points to your CV.

IAM RoadSmart - Advanced Driver Course - £149

The course is purchased directly from IAM RoadSmart via their website. Once
purchased, IAM RoadSmart inform us (GAM), and you are added to our Associate
Membership. We then contact you and let you know when to start. A part of the
fee is transferred to GAM in recognition of our role as an approved provider.
https://www.iamroadsmart.com/courses/advanced-driver-courseEntitles the Associate to Observed Runs in their own vehicle during the
12 months following the date of their first appointment, and includes:
• the cost of the IAM Advanced Test
• the first year's membership of the Institute from the date of the first run
• copy of 'Advanced Driving' course manual
• copy of the Highway Code
• Associate membership of the Guildford Group

CONTACT
@IAMgroup
facebook.com/guildfordiam

Our Website:

www.guildford-iam.org.uk

(website devised and managed by Guildford Advanced Motorists (GAM).
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Location for our GAM Sunday runs:
Guildford Borough Council Woking Road Depot, Guildford, GU1 1QE

In our next edition of the GAM Newsletter, we can look forward to the
following:
•
•
•
•
•

AGM report.
Experience of a first assessment run.
News from IAM RoadSmart.
Chairman’s end of year message.
News about the technology check-list.

Please pass on this newsletter once you’ve finished with it !
How about taking it to the garage where you have your tyres fitted or car serviced, and ask them
to support us?

GAM Newsletter

Printed by: Cherrill Print 295-297 Brighton Rd, South Croydon, CR2 6EQ

Tel. 0208 681 7147.
All information correct at the time of going to print.
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